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ABSTARCT 

The objective of this project is to develop a simulator that can simulate handoff 

and channel assignment techniques real telecommunication system. This simulator will 

count how many mobile stations can perform this process well with parameters are 

given by user. With this simulator, an analysis can be made to see the quality of base 

station performing a handoff process. With this simulator also we can see the 

relationship between number of mobile station with successful of handoff process and 

number of macro and micro channel with successful of handoff process. Handoff is a 

process that always occurs in telecommunication system. It happened to avoid a call 

bein_g terminated while in conversation when users move from cell A to cell B. It also 

prevents congested at base station. It is an important process in telecommunication. An 

interrupt during conversation like call being terminate always irritate users and this kind 

of problems are not f~r.givable if occur in any telecommunications company. So handoff 

process is made to control this problem. It makes sure users can get the best coverage 

and used it mobile fully. This simulator is built using Matlab software 7.0. 
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